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Experience the best fly fishing in Argentina with Patagonia River 

Guides (PRG). Guests of PRG have the opportunity to enjoy the most 

comprehensive fly fishing programs from over ten diverse lodging 

choices across the three most productive regions of Patagonia, 

Argentina – Esquel, Rio Pico and San Martin de los Andes. Every trip 

is customized according to the angler’s needs and desires, and trips as 

short as three days or as long as three weeks are easily executed. The 

PRG experience is a unique blend of inspiring waters, varied fishing, 

beautiful scenery, interesting culture, lasting friendships and unrivaled 

service, complemented by gourmet and regional cuisine, delicious wines 

and first-class accommodations. There are few places in the world where 

you can enjoy the diversity and quality of fishing offered in Patagonia, 

but careful planning and execution are critical to getting the most out of 

your fly fishing trip. At PRG, our philosophy to fishing is straightforward: 

fish the best rivers, at the best times, with the best guides. On any given 

day, PRG’s guests could find themselves wading small freestone streams 

or spring creeks, floating bigger rivers from comfortable rafts or drift 

boats, stalking fish and sight fishing in gin-clear water or even spending 

a day in search of fish over ten pounds on our area still waters. Fish size 

and numbers depend on the type of water and the angler’s skill level, but 

we are confident that the quality, diversity and unparalleled beauty of our 

fisheries will not disappoint. Since we have so many options, extended 

stays are recommended in order to see and experience as much as 

possible in one, two or all three of our distinct regions.

ABOUT PATAGONIA RIVER GUIDES

Sincerely, 

Rance, Travis, and Alex

ALEX KNÜLLTRAVIS SMITHRANCE RATHIE
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 + Trip 100% hosted by your guides

 + Intimate experience with a maximum of eight guests

 + Wild and remote region of Patagonia

 + Ultimate outdoor experience

 + Highest possibility of catching giant brown trout

 + Riverside camping experience

 + Ability to fish remote rivers

 + Fish long days, no need to commute to the water

UNPLUGGED AMENITIES

 + High-end camping program

 + Full bar

 + Comfortable bathroom facilities

 + Pressurized hot-water shower

 + Oversized double occupancy tents

 + Exploration program

IDEAL COMBO OPTIONS | 3 NIGHTS AT UNPLUGGED PAIRS WITH:

 + [HIGH END]  4 Nights - Tipiliuke

 + [AUTHENTIC]  4 Nights - Quemquemtreu

 + [HIGH END]  4 Nights - San Huberto

UNPLUGGED HIGHLIGHTS

FAMILY FRIENDLY

COUPLES FRIENDLY

VARIETY & PRIVATE WATER

UNPLUGGED PROGRAM

FLY FISHING

CAMP FEATURES

UNPLUGGED - MINIMAL MOBILE SERVICE, NO WIFI

GOURMET FOOD
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UNPLUGGED

THE ULTIMATE CAMPING/FISHING EXPERIENCE

Wide open skies, empty rivers, and epic adventures. Experience Patagonia the way it was 

meant to be: wild. With PRG’s Unplugged Program, you can capture everything that makes this 

part of the globe so special and make some memories that will last a lifetime.

PRG’s Unplugged camps are truly deluxe and include a high level of service and surprising 

amenities all while retaining an adventurous feel. Experienced and discerning guests will enjoy 

spacious tents with two comfortable beds, one for each angler in double occupancy. The days 

are long, but it’s easy to rest and recharge in beds made with fine cotton linen, warm comforters, 

and down pillows. Camps are fully catered and come with a professional chef to prepare both 

regional and gourmet meals, all cooked over the riverside fire! Our state-of-the-art pressurized 

water system offers an endless supply of hot water for the private, enclosed shower. All camps 

come with two bathroom facilities which are generally separated between men and women. 

In addition, a unique 12-volt and LED lighting system for the tents, common areas, and trails, 

making it easy to navigate the camp at any time of the night. The camp includes a fully stocked 

bar with ice, mixers, beer, delicious wines, and snacks. Guests choosing PRG’s Unplugged 

program do not need to pack anything extra or special for the trip and all camps include fresh 

towels, bathrobes, soap, shampoo, and headlamps. 

Each day, our assistants will pack up, move, and reassemble the camp in a new location so 

everything is ready for your arrival at each site. Fish hard all day, arrive at camp, enjoy a drink, 

and tell some stories around the campfire. Savor these moments; we’re very proud of this trip 

and we’re sure you’ll never forget it.
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FISHING PROGRAM

Anglers have the opportunity to fish and explore remote areas, and PRG Unplugged trips are 

suitable for just about every angler. Trips of any length can be set up but guests normally spend 

between two and four days floating rivers such as Limay, Caleufu, or Aluminé.

Each day during your Unplugged adventure, the entire PRG staff moves downstream in front 

of the guests to a new camp. Once there, they set everything up and prepare hors d’oeuvres 

and cocktails for fishermen to enjoy upon arrival. Because of the remoteness of the Unplugged 

program, guests have access to sections of river that few anglers get to fish. Since there is not 

commute time to the river, guests can also start as early as they would like in the morning and 

fish as late as they would like in the evening, some days covering as little as five miles of river 

and some days up to twenty miles any given day. Because of the length of day, the variety of 

water, and the unlimited fishing hours, guests can expect to spend their time fishing runs and 

catching numerous good size fish or targeting trophy fish. The PRG North Unplugged program 

is like no other and is the perfect addition to any of our private estancia programs!

FLOATING:

 + Limay River 

 + Caleufu River 

 + Alumine River 

WADING:

 + Bajada Colorada’s side channel
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PRE-TRIP ARRIVAL INFORMATION

TRANSFER TO THE UNPLUGGED PROGRAM

Most guests prefer to begin their trip with PRG North at one of our private estancias followed 

by our Unplugged program. If this is the case your day will begin like any other day at PRG. You 

will have breakfast, pack your bags, and your guide an assistant will drive you to the put-in to 

begin your Unplugged adventure. If you are starting your PRG North trip at our PRG Unplugged 

location, you will be met at Chapelco or Bariloche Airport by a member of the PRG North staff 

or a PRG Guide who will take you directly to the first camp or fishing location. Camp trips gen-

erally begin at locations between 1.5 hours and 2.5 hours from the various lodges or airports so 

expect a longer drive the day you begin you PRG Unplugged adventure!

WELCOME PACKET

You will be provided with a PRG welcome packet at the airport including the following items: 

 + Welcome folder with lodge information 

 + Assumption of risk 

 + 1 envelope 

 + PRG Notebook and Pen 

 + Quality Scale Survey 

 + PRG logo stickers 

 + Fishing License 

HOSTS

Your guides will host your Unplugged adventure. It is important to communicate with them 

throughout your stay about any schedules or other preferences you may have. The main camp 

host is also our Head Chef named “Tato”. He is a gracious host with an endless smile and is 

always willing to go to the extreme to make sure you have an unforgettable experience.

CHECK-IN

Upon arrival to the camp, one of the hosts will take you through orientation and show you how 

everything at the camp works. Your belongings will be in your tent in a large dry bag with a 

number on it. We recommend you immediately check and make sure the dry bag is yours just 

to be sure your bag was not mistaken for someone else’s. After check-in you will be offered a 

drink, followed by hors d’oeuvres giving you ample time to relax and organize your gear before 

dinner.
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Breakfast: 8:00am. The Unplugged program is completely flexible so if you would like to adjust 

your group’s dining schedule just speak with your hosts.

Lunch: Lunch is served as a riverside picnic. Check daily options with your guide and make a 

plan for lunch.

Dinner: Dinners are normally served between 8:30 and 9:00 p.m. unless your group has arranged 

to eat earlier or later. We know it is later than you are accustomed to eat but this schedule 

allows for a full-day on the water and a little down-time before dinner. Dinners are hosted by 

your guides.

Dress Code and other tips: The Unplugged program is very casual. Dress however you wish

and enjoy the laid-back experience.

BEVERAGE AT THE CAMP

Each afternoon a full bar is set up offering red wine, white wine, beer, soft drinks, and mixed 

drinks. Please speak with your guide or host if you can’t find your drink of preference. Teach the 

crew how to make your favorite drink and you will most likely be handed your favorite beverage 

every evening when you step foot off of your boat and into camp. If you would like to drink 

something in particular, please let us know in advance of the trip so we can make sure we have 

it in stock.

DRINKS ON THE RIVER

Guides will pack bottled water, soft drinks, a bottle of wine and several cans of beer each day to 

enjoy on the river. This is a standard selection based on average consumption, so please request 

anything special you might like to drink on the river and insist you have enough drinking water 

and ice to keep your drinks cold each day. Please ask the guides to pack your drink cooler the 

same way each day and label it so you always have what you want.

PRE-TRIP CAMP INFORMATION
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DRINKING WATER

Drink bottled water supplied by your guide or at the campsite. Although the river water is pure 

and clean, your digestive system might not be accustomed to it. Be sure to drink plenty of 

water throughout your stay as the air is very dry and you might get dehydrated.

ELECTRICITY

Camp is equipped with a 1000 watts generator. This generator is mainly used to charge two 

12v batteries used for the shower system, the wash basin, and the main camp lights, otherwise 

it will remain turned off until needed to reduce noise pollution. In your tents, the LED lights 

will also act as a portable battery pack in case you would like to charge your camera, your cell 

phone, tablet, or any other electronic device. If you need more power, please let the camp staff 

know and they will happily turn the generator on for you.

WI-FI

There is no wi-fi and cell phone service is extremely limited. Your hosts will know where every 

hot spot might be but if you need to be in constant communications on your trip we recommend 

bringing a satellite phone.

LAUNDRY

There is no laundry service in camp.

CHECK-OUT

Check out is informal, and the camp staff will wave good by as you leave for the days adventure, 

to the next lodge, or straight to the airport, depending on your itinerary. They will then pack 

away and will head down straight to the takeout. They will leave the large NRS dry bags in the 

guides trucks with the shuttle drivers. If you are flying out, be sure to give yourself plenty of 

time to pack in the morning at camp. Please leave all of your PRG fishing equipment with your 

guide at the take out. Completely empty your dry bags and look in your wader pouch for any 

smaller personal items. If you are continuing on to another lodge you will carry your dry bag 

with you and can re-pack comfortably once you arrive.

GRATUITY

In your welcome folder you will have received a second envelope labeled “camp staff”. Please 

place your gratuities for the camp staff there and hand it to Tato in camp, or to your head guide 

prior to departure. The suggested amount is of $60 per night per person.

We recommend +/- 10% of the final cost of your trip to be divided between guides, assistant 

guides, and other PRG office employees who also work hard for your trip to be flawless. Some 

leave more and some leave less. The amount is totally up to you. These tips are pooled and 

divided with approximately 65% going to guides, 30% for the assistants, and 5% to other 

members of the team. You can place these tips in the PRG envelope provided in your welcome 

packet and give them to the head guide at the very end of your stay.

QUALITY SCALE SURVEY

Please fill out the quality scale survey provided in your welcome packet and seal it in an 

envelope. Please give the quality scale survey to the lodge manager or the head guide. Your 

input is invaluable, and we value each and every one of your comments and suggestions. The 

more you tell us the more we can continue to improve our programs.

EMERGENCY CONTACT
Please provide the following information to your loved ones and office:

EMAIL – Sandra Laurlund - prgnorth@patagoniariverguides.com

WHAT’S APP TEXT/CALL – Sandra Laurlund - +54 9 2972 434372

KICKING PLASTIC

PRG has teamed up with YETI Coolers to #kickplastic. During the season, we use as many as 

25,000 water bottles adding up to nearly 1000 pounds. We depend on a clean environment 

more than anyone and feel it is the right choice to do our part to conserve and protect our 

natural resources. Kicking plastic is an important step. Thanks in part to YETI’s generous con-

tribution to our program, we are able to provide each guest with insulated and refillable water 

bottles for guided trips. Each guest will receive two 18oz. bottles each day. Guides have their 

own bottle and also carry an extra gallon of fresh cold water to refill bottles riverside, ensuring 

everyone has plenty of ice cold water each day.

+

mailto:prgnorth@patagoniariverguides.com
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PRE-TRIP EQUIPMENT

FISHING EQUIPMENT – WADERS, BOOTS, RODS AND REELS

We recommend that you try on your waders and boots, and test out your rod and reel, as soon 

as possible upon arrival. Each afternoon after fishing, guides will hang your waders and boots 

to dry on a peg outside of your tent. Each morning, if you decide to wet wade, guides will pack 

your waders and boots in a “taco bag” and will either, bring them on the boat, or might leave 

them for the camp staff to carry to the next camp site.

FISHING EQUIPMENT – PERSONAL CLOTHING AND DRY BAG 

For the Unplugged program you will be handed small and large NRS dry bags. Each dry bag 

will have a specific number. In the larger dry bag you should pack anything and everything 

that you will need on the camping trip, that you will not need on the boat. This bag will be 

handed to the camp crew and will be taken directly to the camp (please remember or take note 

of the number on the side as they all look the same). In the smaller bag, you will want to put 

everything you might possibly need for your daily adventures in the boat. You should pack for 

both warm weather and cold weather and always have layers in your dry bag for an unforeseen 

change of weather. If you pack your eventualities in your dry bag, they will always be there 

when you need them.

PACK THE FOLLOWING IN YOUR DRY BAG:

 + Fishing License (keep it in your dry bag!)

 + Rain Jacket

 + Fleece or puffball jacket and a mid-weight layer

 + Buff, sun gloves, sunscreen, lip sunscreen

 + Light weight stocking hat and fingerless gloves for cool weather

 + Your fishing gear: reels, extra lines, flies, tippet, lanyard, etc.

 + Recommended: extra socks, fleece pants, personal medicine, ibuprofen, small pack of wipes

 + Optional: satellite phone, sunglass cleaner, band aids, tape, flask, lighter, insect repellent, 

hand towel (from home!) and snacks you like from home
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